America’s Founding Fathers believed in God. They did-not believe in Religions that claimed to represent
God or God’s Intentions or Nations that published Political Polemics that claimed the Divine Right of
Kings was a God-given Right. America’s Founding Fathers did believe that the 10 Commandments
represented God’s intentions for Man — Which are > the philosophical foundation for the U.S.
Declaration of Independence, the American Revolution, the U.S. Constitution => America’s Promise.

God spoke to Moses on Mt Sinai (1446BC) and gave him the 10 Commandments carved in stone, which
Moses promptly dropped. Most of today’s American religious Subscribers DROP Commandments
#1 > You shall have no other Gods before me. #2 > Thou shalt not make unto thee any graven images.
#8 > Thou shalt not steal. #9 > Thou shall not bear false witness. #10 > You shall not covet. — In favor
of serving their own self-interests by denying/interfering with the Rights of their fellow Citizens.

Scientific Fact validated by a Nobel Prize in Medicine and Physiology and empirically proven by Apple, et al.

The Founding Fathers believed in God and that the 10 Commandments were His rules.
They wrote the Declaration of Independence and the U.S. Constitution accordingly.
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WE HOLD THESE TRUTHS to be self-evident: That American
Citizens are endowed by our society with certain inalienable rights.
That paramount among these rights is competent preparation to
cope successfully with the world their predecessors create. To secure
this right — schools, as centers of learning, were instituted among
taxpayers, deriving their just support from the effectiveness of their
performance. That whenever the school becomes destructive of this
end, it is incumbent upon taxpayers to withdraw their support and it
is the Right of Citizens to challenge, change or escape that which
will deny them their Heritage.

Preamble to
U.S. Citizens’ Rights
WE THE CITIZENS who attend America’s Prepping Institutions —
in order to obtain a more certain future of life-style stability, enjoy
the benefits of freedom while in the employ of others, obtain the
cognitive and cogitative capabilities necessary to adapt successfully
to a changing world of work, avoid the fear of destitution from
natural disasters, corporate corruption or political chicanery, secure
our Right to an appropriate pursuit of happiness as envisioned by
America’s founding fathers, and to ensure competent preparation
to cope successfully with the world our parents and our parents’
institutions have created — do hereby adopt the following rendition
of An American Citizen’s Inalienable Rights.

Citizens’ Rights — Include: Honest Services + Ethical

Performance + Professional Conduct that will ensure Citizens
adequate preparation to succeed in the competitive, tech-based,
innovative-driven, prive:value-oriented global marketplace of the
21st Century — in order to affirm their Right to “the Blessings of
Liberty for themselves and their Posterity.”

“We hold these Truths
to be self-evident”

The U.S. Constitution establishes a government that endorses
Citizens’ Inalienable Rights and sets strict restrictions on any
government interference with Citizens obtaining their Rights but
makes no provisions for How Citizens can obtain access-to their
Inalienable Rights in support of Life, Liberty and their Pursuit of
Happiness. What is written is what the signers agreed to.

An American Citizen’s

Inalienable Rights

That can deliver Safer Communities, Safer Neighborhoods, Safer Schools, Safer Streets, Safer/More Equitable Life-styles.

• Inalienable Rights can-be enforced under the 7th Amendment of the
U.S. Constitution’s affordable access to U.S. Common Law > based-on
the Concept of Contracts that supersedes Federal/State Statute Laws.

• Inalienable Rights are every Citizen’s Rights unless their exercise
of their Rights endangers, debilitates, degrades our Species (Homo
Sapien Sapiens in Extant), our Neighbors, our Community or our Nation.

Right 1: Communication Skills — Citizens are entitled to
acquire communication skills that facilitate interaction, cooperation
and collaboration with their family, friends, neighbors, employers,
co-workers and social network, while building their sociality.

Right 8: Cognitive Capabilities — Citizens are entitled to learn
how-to calibrate, evaluate and rank their cognitive/ambient capabilities in order to establish a base-line for measuring their capacity for
expanding their options and opportunities.

Right 2: Calculating Skills — Citizens are entitled to develop
the skills necessary for acquiring and maintaining financial security
and the skills and knowledge necessary to manage and control
their life-style options and opportunities (Arithmetic; Algebra;
Mathematics; The Laws of Nature).

Right 9: Ensuring Intellectual Adaptability — Citizens are
entitled to develop and enhance the competitive nature of their
aptitudes and cogitative capabilities. To include: brain-balance-based
Thinking processes, Common Sense, and Intuition.

Right 3: Prepping that Leads to DIY Learning — Citizens
are entitled to pedagogical presentations of academic knowledge
that accommodate their inherent learning and communication skills,
while Teachers recognize and respect the possibility that students
do not share the teacher’s aspirations or the school’s expectations or
Pop Culture Perspectives.
Right 4: Expanding Cultural Literacy — Citizens are entitled
to assimilate Cultural Literacy that provides a foundation for their
cognitive capabilities. Includes: the basic tenants of our society that
can facilitate their functioning as a useful member of their family,
neighborhood, community, State, Nation.
Right 5: Understanding Sociality — Citizens are entitled to
learn how-to recognize and manage the challenges, inhibitors,
groupings and shifting circumstances which can change the
“Context” that controls their enjoying the benefits of their Personal
Values, Human Sociality and Societal Progress.
Right 6: Growing Up Human — Citizens are entitled to a validated,
scientific explanation of the evolution, structure and functionality of
being a Modern Human Being. (Physique + Physiology + Intellect)
Right 7: A Human’s Nature — Citizens are entitled to a validated
scientific explanation of how their physiology and Human Nature can
affect their perspectives and behavior. Including: how to nurture and
manage them. Because => Attitude is a total exercise in FREE Will.

Right 10: Becoming the Person You Want to Be — Citizens
are entitled to become the person they want to be. The operative word
is “person”. There is no “Right” to fame or fortune. Those are due more
to luck/timing/trends than anything else. Every person is responsible for
their behavior and how their behavior impacts their neighbors’ Rights.
Right 11: How-to Earn a Competitive Advantage —
Citizens are entitled to learn how-to organize and optimize their
inherent and acquired capabilities to increase their adaptability
in a changing world — so that they can survive and thrive in the
21st Century tech-based, value-driven, volatile, global economy.
Right 12: Access to the Affordable Acquisition of
Appropriate Prepping to Successfully Compete for
USA Top-Tier Employment — ONLY AVAILABLE HERE =>
YsUpAmerica.com’s Virtual Intellect Prep “DIY 3-STEP Prep" that
builds participants’ “Age of Automation” Augmented-Reality
Perspectives + Intellectual Skill Sets + Intellectual Tools — which
generate analytical perspectives that provide the basis for action
that produces predictable consequences by putting a situation/
circumstance into “Context” that encourages collaborative
Ensembles to function in Concert — and enable employees >
managers > executives to-be recognized for their constructive/
productive Contributions to industrial/commercial work-flows.
Growing Global Economic Competition demands that U.S.
Productivity + Civic Civility + Societal Progress => Progress.
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Citizens are entitled to-be competently + impartially Prepped to resolve conflicts between their inherent Species-assigned Responsibilities and
their Community’s imposed Cultural/Societal Perspectives > responsibly, prudently, collaboratively. However, individual citizens must recognize
that their Rights stop where another Citizen's Rights begin. Unfortunately, U.S. Schooling teaches Binary thinking in a Nuanced World.

Intellectual Capability and Capacity to Learn How-to > Learn How-to-Learn > How-to become Qualified and

U.S. Citizens’
Declaration of Independence

“Liberty” and “Freedom” are not/have-never-been synonyms.
“Liberty by-definition is Freedom-from arbitrary Laws that reflect the self-interest of special
interests that do not reflect the best-interests of our Species, our Society, or our Nation.

> The Road to a constructive/productive Attitude + Personal Satisfaction + Financial Security — is well-marked, well-paved and well-lighted. All U.S. Citizens have sufficient

